This economical desktop portable goes where the work is—around the house—indoors or out.

The solar power panel uses any normal light source, so you'll never need batteries. With this constantly available power source, the TI-5020 doesn't need an on/off switch. It's on and ready to go. Anytime.

The liquid crystal display has 10 digits, commas, decimal, and memory indicator—and it's tilted to make it easier and more comfortable to read.

There's a roomy keyboard with large, contoured keys and switches for Constant (for repetitive numbers), Sigma (automatically adds multiplication and division results to the independent add register), and Decimal (selects add mode, floating, or fixed 0, 2, 3). Special keys include Margin-Up/Down, Exchange, Shift Right, Percent, "00," Plus/Minus, and Square Root. 5/4 rounding is automatic. Four-key memory.
TI-5020. The take-it-anywhere, never-needs-batteries, easy-to-use calculator.

Specifications:
Display: 10-digit LCD tilt-top
Size: 8" x 5.2" x 1.6"
Weight: 0.7 lbs.
Power: Solar
Switches: Constant, Sigma, Decimal Select
(add mode, floating, fixed 0, 2, 3)
Memory: Four-key, add-to or subtract-from
Special keys: Margin-Up/Down
  Exchange
  Shift Right
  Percent
  "00"
  Plus/Minus
  Square Root
Special features: Automatic 5/4 rounding of multiplication and division results

Limited Warranty
The TI-5020 is covered by a one-year limited warranty against defects in materials and workmanship. The full text of this warranty is published in the owner's manual accompanying the TI-5020.

Texas Instruments reserves the right to make changes in materials and specifications without notice.